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"Vhen a grid of parallel wires is put in front of a plane or corner reflector, interes ting 
e ffects of polarization conversion can be obtained. These effects may be used to construct 
trihedral corner reflectors which, contrary to the normal ones, are radarvisible even with 
circular polarization. 

1. Introductory Remarks 

It is known that echoes from rain become very 
attenuated with circular-polarized radar. Circular 
polftrization can be obtained, e.g. , by placing in front 
of the antenna of a horizontally-polarized radar the 
microwave equivalent in optics of a quarterwave 
birefracting plate . This consists of a set of metal 
strips inclined at an angle of 45°, of such dimen ions 
that the component of the electrical field which is 
parallel to the strips is accelerated by % period rela
tive to the normal component. Upon leaving the 
polarizer, the two components differ in phase by a ;~ 
period instead of being in pha e. 

If a circular-polarized wave is incident upon a 
"nondepolarizing" target which reflect circular 
polarization without modifying it, the inverted " cir
cular" wave is changed to "linear," at 90° to the 
initial direction, upon passing through the "A/4 
plate." The term "without modifying" doe not 
deny the existence of an inver ion in the directwn of 
rotation relative to the propagation vector, which 
always happens in a single plane reflection or, gen
erally, in odd-nmnbered plane reflections. One fea
tme of this system is that the reflected wave does 
not pass into the waveguide feed of the antenna, nor 
does it activate the receiver. It thus follows that a 
circular-polarized radar echo from a sphere (e.g. , a 
raindrop), a Luneberg lens-reflector or a plane or 
trihedral corner reflector becomes completely, or at 
least practically, invisible. Actually, a circularly 
polarized radar is rigorously blind only for targets 
which are symmetrical with respect to the radar
target line of sight. For such targets, the two 
"orthogonal null polarizations" [Copeland, 1960] 
arc the two circular ones. However, the circular
polarized radar echo from a dihedral reflector be
comes, instead, perfectly visible. It is because of 
double reflection, as well as depolarizing targets, 
that the echo from a ship becomes sufficiently visible 
even with circular polarization with an attenuation 
of only some db units, compared to linearly-polarized 

1 This research bas bCP J1 sponsored by tbe Rome Air Development Center oC 
tbe Air l{esearch and D evelopment Command, throngb its European Office. 

ignals. Under these condiLions the echo from raiu 
is attenuated by at lea t 20 db. 

Dihedral cornel' reHectors are, however, less prac
tical than the trihedral, and their echo is very un
table when the situation involves rolling buo:r s or 

vessels. 
2. Statement of Problem 

The problem can be proposed in this manncr : 
Radar with circular polarization is almo t com
pletely free of echo due to rain. The latter, specially 
in the 3-em range, can mask signals from desired 
targets and create very hazardous situations. Un
fortunately, with circular polarization, trihedral 
corner reflectors (and Luneberg lenses) arc ineffec
tive and this may cause grave risks particularly in 
cloudy areas where such corner r eDectors arc indis
pensable to render radarvisible such targets as sDlall 
vessels on fire , barriers, and the like which arc 
otherwise incapable of ufFieient racial' rcspon e. 

What can be done to remedy such a situation? 
Obviously, if the solution should involve a corner 
reflector, the solution could not amount to more 
than modifying the polarization of the reflected wavc, 
and adapting it suitably to radar use. 

This objective can be better achieved instru
mentally with an arrangement whereby Lbe incident 
wave is not depolarized by absorption but by a true 
and appropriate conversion of polarization. Two 
types of conver ters can be considered in this 
connection: 

(A) Aj4--Converte r 

A converter w10ich wouJd be the equivalent in 
optics of a A/8 birefracting plate over a reflecting 
surface. The acceler ated component ("extraor
dinary component vibrating parallel to the optical 
axis) "gains" an eighth of a wavelength out
going, and another eighth upon return, totaling ;"' /4. 
A conversion of polarization takes place from circul ar 
to linear (at 45° relative to tbe optical axis) or 
inversely from linear (at 45 ° to the optical axis) to 
circular .2 The microwave strip polarizers show the 

2 '1"'11e sense of the circular polari7.ation is that which superposes the vector of 
the accelerated component npon the vector of the nonaccelerated one. 
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"extraol'(linarv" vibr~ttion as bein g parallel to the 
strips. 

We shall show how ordinary wiresratherthanstJips 
can be used in a very simple and practical manner 
for the same purpose. '1Vire grid polarizers arc 
essentially reflectors, whereas strip polarizers operate 
either by reflection or by "transparency." In t he 
latter case, however, the efficiency of conversion IS 

generally minor because of reflection losses. 
(B) A/2- Converter 

A converter which would be the equivalent of a 
A/4 birefracting plate, set over a reflecting mirror. 
Between incidence and emergence, an effect is 
obtained equivalent to that of a A/2 plate: rotation 
by 90° of the electric vector. In other wOIds, when 
the optical axis is inclined 45 ° relative to the vertical, 
there is conversion of polarization from horizontal 
to vertical and vice versa, or from right circular to 
left circular and vice versa. The same considerations 
hold for strips \01' wires). 

How (A) and (B) function will now be considered. 
(A' ) . In the case of (A), when the optical axis, 

or tbe direction of the strips or wires is 45° from the 
vertical, radarvisibility is achieved equally with 
linear (horizontal or vertical) or circular polaJization, 
but always with a loss of 3 db in maximum echo. 

If polarization is initially lineal', reflection converts 
it into circular. There is a loss of 3 db because the 
energy is divided equally between two orthogonal 
vibrations (with a phase difference of 7r/2) only one 
of which is received. 

If polarization is initially circular, it becomes 
linear horizontal or vertical, depending upon the 
sense of rotation and if there is a ± 45 ° inclination 
of the optical axis from the vertical. If the direction 
of rotation coincides with the direction of inclination 
of the optical axis, the resulting polarization is 
vertical ; otherwise, it is horizontal. In every case, 
however, there is a loss of 3 db. While the wave 
crosses the antenna polarizer, it is converted to 
circular, and half the signal power is lost at the end 
of t he reception with a dipole. 

(B/ ). A converter of type (B) becomes perfectly 
radarvisibl e with circular polarization (as a smooth 
plane would be with linear) but altogether nonvisible 
with linear polarization because of the 90° rot ation 
due to polarization. 

3. Polarization Converters Operating With 
Wire Grid in Front of Reflectors- Plans 
and Calculations 

Polarization converters of types (A) and (B) 
men tioned in the preceding section and working 
with r eflectors can be made to operate with parallel 
wire grids placed in front of plane, cylindrical and 
angular reflectors. 

The possibility of operating reflection converters 
with the help of parallel wire grids has already been 
studied tor some time. 3 It is evident on the other 

3 We are indebted to Dr. Jean Ortusi of the General Wb'cless Telegraphy Co. 
(Compagnie Generale dc 'J'elegraphie Sans Fil) for calling our attention t.o Patent 
Notice ;-.ro. 66823 1, " Reflektoranol'cinung "(Reflection D evices), by Mr. Julius 
Pin'sch. communicated May .5,1935, and published November 3. 1938. 

hand that whatever scheme is suitable to generate 
anisotropy and, particularly, birefraction (in the 
sense of a different response to vibrations parallel 
to a certain axis or normal to it) should give rise to 
a modification of polarization. 

However , precise methods do not appear to be 
given for obtaining correct operation of the con
verter, nor such arc adopted which serve the specific 
purpose of making corner reflectors radarvisible in 
circular polarization. However, modern technical 
literature gives us the necessary elements to make 
calculations for the convcrters. For example, ~1ac
Farlane [1946] and Wait [1954a] hl\,ve derived 
formulas for the surface impedance of a grid (assumed 
indefulitely extended) of parallel wires, at E parallel 
and general incidence, respectively. Such a grid is 
indicated in figure 1. 

When d~AO/2 and the incident electric vector 
is parallel to the wires , the grid, for any angle of in
cidence, does not cause loss of energy due to side
waves (which always appeal' pail'ed symmetrically 
relative to the plane of the grid) but only the loss 
due to wave reflection or due to transmission without 
deviation. 

The surface reactance of the grid, valid for E 
parallel incidence, is 

d 

d 

d 

d 

RADIUS a 

FIGURE 1. Parallel wire grid of indefinite extent. 
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(1) 

(2) 

where Zo= 11- 0= 1207r ohms, and where d is t he 
eo 

distance between wires; a, the radius of the wires ; 
0, the angle of incidence, and F (d /AO, O) is a function 
plotted in figure 2. 

For a= 0.5 mm; Ao=32 mm; cl = 10 mm; then 
X~143 ohms. These values were adopted for the 
grid used in the experiment. The grid measured 
nbout 1 m 2 and the wires ended on a metallic frame. 
The frame nnd a 20-cm wicle peripherical strip of 
the gri(lwere screened by means of a 20-db absorber. 
Owing to the skin effect, at a distance of a few tenths 
of cent imeters from its end a relatively thick wire 
behaves at the 3-cm band as if it were of infinite 
length. When a wave is incident upon the grid, and 
the electrical field is parallel to the wires, a refleetion 
takes place at the grid plane. (If the field is nonnftl 
to tbe wires and a< <d< < AO the effect of the grid 
can be neglected. ) The reflection and the trans
mission coefficients can be calculated according to 
the customary formulas, which hnve been experi
mentally verifLed by D ecker (1959] 

F 

0 .8 

0 . 6 

0 .4 

0 . 2 

20° 40° 60 0 80° 
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 

FIG VIm 2. COl"rection term F (el/ Ao,O) is a function of () and the 
(3) pammeter el /Au. 

ZI is the wave impedance of the incident plane wave 
(21 = 2 0 , sec 0) and Z2 results from the parallel com
bination of jX with t.he Zo·sec 0 relative to tbe 
yacuum ("extending" beyond the grid). In th is 
case, one finds th at 

- 1 
1 + j2X/Zo sec 0 

(4) 

If, however, there is a reflecting surface behind 
the grid pa,allfll to the plane of the latter. at dista,nce 
l from it ,4 22 is clue to the parallel combination of X 

with jZotg 2~l = jZoa (Wait , 1954b]. The case of a 

plane wave with vector E parallel (case P ) Of normal 
(case N) to the wires, is shown in figure 3P and 3N, 
based on Lhe known analogy between plane wave 
eq ufttions and the equation of propagation along tlte 
wires (principal mode) . 

If the incidence angle 0 does not exceed 10°, onc 
ma,.vin every case, with an approximation better than 
± l.5 percent, consider the wave impedance of the 
incident and transmitted plane 'wave to be equal to 
Zoo Given t'p, the reflection coefficient ot wave 

I p eE parallel); Tn, the reflection coefficient of wavc 
N(E normal) ; and cf>p and cf>n on the relative phases, 

then one can easily calculate (a= tg 2~l) 
• lm ust ue sum ciently la rge in co mparison-with (/ so as 1,0 make negligible the 

effect of Ole surface (or evanescent) waves which 9rC confined to the immediat e 
nei~hborhood or the grid [1I'oiL, J954a, eq 13J. The modification to the gr id 
surface reactance when l is not large, lIas also Leen worked out ['V ait, 1954bl 

reh e gnlph is from O. O. ~1acFarlane'~ memoir. 

r p 

Moreover: 

X 2a2 _ (X + Zoa)2+ .i2Xa(X + Zoa) 
(X + Zoa)2+ XV 

2Xa(X+ Zoa) . t cf>v_ X + Zoa 
X 2a2- (X + Zoa) 2' 9 2 - Xa 

(5) 

(6) 

Since the circuits with distributed constants of 
:figure 3 are purely reactive, the moduli eith er of 
Tp or of T n are unity. 

It is easy to see that in order to achieve a converter 
of type (A ), entirely equivalent to a A/4 plate, then 
one must have 
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(8) 

To achieve type (B) , which is equivalent to a 
A/2 plate, then one must, instead, have 

(9) 

(A")- In case (A ), it is necessary that 

(J 0) 
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FIGU RE 3. Operation of a wire grid in f ront of a plane l·eflector. 

Wave has an electrical vector E parallel (P ) or normal (N ) to the wires . 

Therefore, taking the tangent, 

X + Zoa - a± l 
Xa l ±a 

(ll ) 

Eliminating solution with the + sign, which leads 
to a complex root a when X < Zo, one obtains 

Zo±.yZa+ 4X(Zo- LY) 
2(Zo- X) . (12) 

Putting Zo = 376 .5 ohms, X = 143 ohms (for the 
particular grid in question) one finds roots aI, and 
az · Hence, the corresponding distances are 11 = 
(5.56 + nAo/2)mm; 12 = (14.43 + nAo/2)mm with n being 
some integer. 

(B")-In case (B), <P n= <p,,±7r. Hence, taking 
the tangent 

01 

2X+ Zoa 
Xa 

2tgPE 
2 2a 

- 1- az' 

which leads to the solution 

X + Zoa= { - a. 
Xa I 

1 " 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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FIG U RE 4. Graph for determining distance I between gl"jd and i 

reflector for which the dij),el'ence between </> . ~nd </> n ~s gwen an 
assigned value, e.g. , 90 0 (Case A ) and 180 (Case B ), 

Discarding the second alternative, which is physi
cally impossible because it implies th~t 0; = 0, anel 
1= 0 (in this case X would be short cll:cmted), the 
following results are obtained after talung the first 
alternative, 

1; = (10 ,19+ n~o) mm; Z; = (13,8+ n~~) mm 

with n equal to some integer. 
The solu tion of problems A, B can also be found 

graphically by determining which abscissas corres
pond to a difference of 90 0 between th~ <Pv a.nel <Pn 
curves (fig. 4), Obviously, the graph IS valId for 
the value of X which we chose (143 ohms) . 

It is important to note that reflection polarizers 
make it possible to attain close to 100 percent co,n
version; in "transparent" converters, a substantIal I 

part of the incident energy is reflected instead. 

4. Tests With Wire Grids Placed in Front 
of Plane Reflectors- Experimental Setup 

Case A: Conversion of polarization from circular to 
linear and vice versa (wire grid at 45° relative to the 
incident electric vector). 

For operation in a noncritical region, where 
<Pv-<Pn does not vary too rapidly with 1, between 
two possible solutions (cf preceding sec. (A")), that ' 
solution is preferred (cf fig. 4) for which 1= 5.56 
+ nAo/2. Further, if n= 2, and the test is made with 
Ao = 32 mm, then 1= 37.56 mm - 37+38 mm. ~he 
lack of precision inherent either in the constructIOn 
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FIG UHE 5. Schematic of the tests described in section 4. 
T =signa1 generator and transmitting 

]101"'11 : x[)=a2 mill 
R= rccci v ing 1101"11 and receiver 
A=absorbing panels 
i=incideut ray 
1= variable distance 

G= parallel wire grid; vertical w:rcs; 
rad ius a=O.5 llllll ; ciistance d= lO 
mm; reactance X = 143 ohms 

,11 = plane metal re fl ector 
r=rcflected ray, with polarizat ion 

different from incident ray 

of th e grid or in the spacing of the grid from th e plane 
reflector does no t, in fact, ass ure a precision beLter 
than ± 0.25 mm in d (disLance between wires) or 
± 0.5 mm inl (distance between grid and reflector ). 
Th e experimental setup is that shown schem atically 
in figure 5. As t he transmitting and receiving horns 
had a gain of only 16 db , i t was necessary to install 
them at a distance or only a few meters from the grid 
and, furthermore, to screen by m ea ns of absorbing 
panels (",20 db) the frame of th e grid and the 
periph erical part or it, so as to avoid disturbing effect. 
The distance between Lhe horns and the grid was, 
however, sufficiently large to make the first Fres nel 
area larger than the free portion of the grid. 

Operating with a sufficiently small angle 0, which 
docs not in our experience give sensitive corrections 
for normal incidence (0< 10°), and with ver tical 
,,-ires, the following average res ults, illustrated under 
figure 6 (db versus direction), were observed : 

(1) Incident electric vector inclined 45° to the 
righ t relative to the sense of propagation : emerging 
polarization approximately ellip tical, wi th a differ
ence of ",2 db between the two axes. 

(2) Electric vector inclined 45° to the left : same 
results as above. 

Th e fact that the resul ting polarization does not 
appeal' exactly circular but slightly ellip tical can be 
amply j u tified by t he imperfection of th e experi
m entaJ adjustments. 
Case B: Rotation by 90° of the electric vector of a 
linearJy polarized incident wave, whose electric 
vector is at 45° relative to the wires; or conversion 
from right to left circular and vice versa. 

With the same setup as in case A, items 1 and 2, 
but giving 1 a value 1= 10, 2 mm (cf. sec. 4, (B" )), 
average res ults obtained proved that in the reflected 

20 . 1 
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21.1 19 .9 

20 . 5 '--______ --" '--______ .... 20 .0 

leIG uur;: 6. Graphs (db versus direction) illustrating the experi
ments of polarization conversion (from linear to circular) 
referred to in section 4, Case AI and A 2 (incident elect1'ic 
vector i nclined respectively 45° to the right or to the left.) 

CASE 8 , 

10 .47 

\ 600 

~==;==:::::::;~~ 6.38 

8 .9 .. 2 '-----'--c-----......:=:f ::.-==:::;:::==~~o---~ 
5 

F I GUHE 7. Gmphs (field intensity versus direction) i llustmting 
the polarization conversion experiments (rotation by 90° ) 
referred to in section 4, case B ; BJ and B2 refer respectively to 
the cases that the incident elect1·ic vector is rotated by 45° to the 
right or to the left. 
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wave the conversion was almost complete. The 
reflected wave was elliptically polarized and the 
major axis was rotated by 90° relative to the inci
dent electric vector. The rate between major and 
minor axis was of 14--7- 15 db (see fig. 7, field intensity 
versus direction, keeping in mind that a lineal' polar
ization would give a cosine law). 

Beside the mechanical inexactitudes, one more 
cause for imprecision is that formula (1) assumes a 
wire grid of infinite extent and a plane incident wave; 
conditions which are not met in the above experi
rnents. Furthermore, the radiation pattern of the 
receiving horn, which is rotated to explore the 
polarization of the reflected field, is not symmetrical 
relative to th e horn- grid center line of sight. 
How-ever, from the above referred data it appears 
that, notwithstanding the rough experimental setup, 
the polarization properties of reflection converters 
A and B have been demonstrated . 

5 . Corner Reflectors With Wire Grids in 
Front of Them 

Using the principle involved in, but disregarding 
the lack of precision in the application of equations 
(1) aud (2) to a grid of extremely red uced dimensions, 
one may apply the technique of section 4 (discussed 
experimentally in sec. 5), to the case of dihedral or 
trihedral reflectors. In this case the reflected ray 
always assumes a direction equal to, but in a sense 
opposite to that of the incident ray. This wel l 
known principle from optics is used to construct 
radar passive reflectors known as "corner reflectors." 

We recalled in section 2 that these reflectors, when 
built as trihedrals- in practice most useful for naviga-

FIG URE 8. Cross secti on of a dih edral comer reflector; ABeD 
= 21/cos IJ . 

------ ---- ----

tion- were non visible with radar with circular polm'i
zation ("antirain") since for every reflection the 
circular polarization inverts its direction, whereas one 
or three reflections (in the cftse of plane or trihedral 
reflectors) result in radarvisibility. 

A polarization converter of type B having the prop
erty of transforming horizontal polarization to verti
cal and vice versa as well as inverting the direction 
of circular polarization, should become fully radar
visible with circular but invisible with linear (d. sec. 
2 , pftrts A and B) . With type A one ma~- hftye 
radarvisibility with linear (horizontftl or vertical) 
or with circular polarization, with a loss in every case 
of 3 db. However, to apply the technique of the 
preceding section to the case of corner reflectors, it is 
helpful to prove that the "internal path" does not 
depend upon the point of incidence of the rayon the 
"aperture" of the corner reflector. 

One may tal;::e as an example the right dihedral 
reflector shown in cross section in figure 8. From 
a simple geometrical deduction, it can be shown that 
the incident ray i and the reflected ray r are parallel 
if the angle at 0 is a right angle. Also, the "intel'l1al 
path" P ,=ABCD does not depend upon the inci
dence point A on the "aperture" LN but only on 
the inclination 0 of the incident ray relative to the 
"axis" OM of the dihedral. 

It is just as easily deduced that the "internal path" 
Pi is 

P = ABCD = 2 a 
, cos a + cos f3 

= 2 a 
cos a + sin a 

2 _1_ 2a 
cos 0 .J2 cos 0 

It all comes to this: after internal reflection there 
is formed within the "aperture" LN of the corner 
reflector a reflecting surface L'N I at a distance 
l= OM. 

In the case of a trihedral, the demonstration be
comes more complicated but the result is altogether 
analogous: 

P = 2 __ --:----,----_a __ ---,---___ 2 __ 1_ = 2 a 
, cos f3 + cos I' + cos a cos 0 ..j3 cos 0 

2a 
For a small 0, e.g., 0< 10°, one may place P ,= 21= ~ 

,,3 
to operate a converter of polarization of, say, type B, 
with a trihedral reflector, using a grid of cylindrical 
wire (radius 0.5 mm) and spaced 10 mm as previously 
tested (X= 143 ohms) and using a small 0 (e.g. , 
< 10°), it would be sufficient (d . sec. 3 and 4, case 
B) to put 

P ,= 2l= ( 10.2+ n~o)mm. 

In the corner reflector used in the tests (see fig. 9) 
n = 20, and correspondingly (Ao= 32 mm) 1~165 mm. 
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It was found, as anticipated, that the limitations 
of the grid, and the fact that its eelges were short 
circuited from the reflector plates, precluded obtain-



Fre u HE 9. Corner refl ector equipped with parallel wire arid. 

ing r esults such as Lhose which could Jlave been 
rigorously expected in accord wiLh equaLions (1) 
and (2 ), from simple deducLions from opLical geom
etry, above all when Lhe incident polarization is par
allel to a plane .0£ the reflector. In particular, iL 
becomes, t itus, chfficult to convert correctly horizon
tal into vertical polarization . Th e conver led polari
zaLion is ellip tical, Lhe major axis, however, is always 
rotaLed by 90° respect Lo tbe incident elecLric vecLor. 

Th e average res ulLs obLained arc to be founel i ll 
folIo wi ng tabulated summary: 

T ests with a tri hedral Tefl ector 

(Xo=32 111m) 

Refiected signal Reflected signal 
wi thout depolariz- with depolarizing 

ing grid grid 

Hori z. Vert . H oriz . Vert. 
polariz. po lariz. poJa ri z. polariz. 
----

(1) Transmitted 
polarization: 
horizontaL ____ ,...,Odb < -20db - 4db ,...,Odb 

(2) Transmitted 
polarization: 
verticaL ______ < - 20db ,...,Odb ,...,Odb ,..., - 9db 

6. Conclusion 

Th e con iderations just developed and Lhe ensuing 
tesls allow us to make the following conclusion: 

An effi eient setup intended to convert "by reflec
tion" (A) linear polarization to cireular, or (B) JlOri-

zontal to vertical (or right to left circular) and vice 
versa, can be attained easily by placing a properlv 
designed wire grid in front of a plane r eflecto r. . 

One may reach a very high degree of conversion 
(almost 100 percent) compared to what can ordinarilv 
be don,e with. a "transparent" converter . ':\[oreo \Tei·, 
t he effect 01 tbe converter can be estimaled from 
simpl e calculations as long as the wire grid is of such 
dimensions Lo allow it Lo be deal t wiLh as indefinil e 
in. extent. vYhelle:Ter a corner and, in particular, a 
Lnhedral reflector IS. used raLher than a plane on e, 
then theoretlCal preClSlOn based on ass umpLions of th e 
preceding section and consideraLions hom the 0'e0111-
et!T of op~ics , docs not come Lo any close agre~mellt 
wILIl expenmcntal r es uJLs. IL is parliC'ulalh difficult 
lo achieve a Lype B converter. T ype A can be 
approximated very easily wiLhin acceptable toler
~nces alld appliec.l Lo lbe practical purpose of oblain
lllg \n th radar lor excha ngeable polarizaLion from 
lin eal' (il <? rizo IlLal or vertical) to circular ("anLimin "), 
echoes \nLllloss not over 3 db from Lrihedral reflect
ors equipp ed with wire oTicl aL 45°. 

If in Lhe fuLure, as is °prob able, tJlC usc of radal' is 
exlended .Lo produce exchangeable pola ri zation , t hen 
the LIse 01 Lype A refle cto rs could be suitably intro
elu cec/. ,ft.s for type B polarizalion con verters "byrc
flec llOn , It may b e of InteresL Lo poinL out t baL s uch 
co n \Te l' Lers . cll a nge the righ t to left-cir cular polariza
tIOn a nd vice versa, and co nseq uently invert as well 
Lhe assocIated em angul~r momentum [Carrara, 
1949; Carrara et al. , 1955] In Lhe same wa\~ as a co n
ducting plaLe, no rmal to the di.rection of p~'opagaLion 
of a plane wave, does ror t lte 11l1ear momenLum. 

Thanks are due in a very special way Lo the cleOTee 
candicl ate Lorenzo Mirabile, who took c " arg~ of 
cond ucting the test. 
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